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elcome to the June edition of your
community newsletter, summer is in the air
and there is a definite gardening theme this
month.
Last month’s Plant & Cake Sale was a huge
success, despite the rainy weather. So, thank you
to everyone who turned out. Turn to page 18 for
details. If you’ve got a garden or veg plot, you
probably enjoy the Through the Garden Gate and
She Talks A Lot articles each month.

Some of þe content inside
your community newsletter
(Click an item to go to the page)
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On Sunday June 27th, eight different gardens are
thrown open to visitors, all for the single price of
£5 as part of the Open Gardens Day. The day is
topped off with a summer barbecue courtesy of
Roger & Yvonne Long. All proceeds from the
whole day go towards Scarning Church. Full
details of both events are on page 13.
Scarning Art Club are holding an exhibition over
the Bank Holiday weekend at Bawdeswell Garden
Centre - details on page 6.
An intriguing article with connections to Scarning
School is The Miller’s Tale on page 11. George
Miller also has links with the FA Cup Final,
NCFC and the Titanic!
Miller Close is named in tribute to Mr Miller and
will be discussed in the What’s In A Name article
next month, but which discusses the background
to Ted Ellis Way this month on page 18.
If you’re an animal lover and/or you’re frustrated
at how much you throw into the green bin each
week, read the Reuse|Reduce|Recycle article on
page 17 . It’s the first in a series by Laura
Steward which explains how many things we
currently throw away because Breckland won’t
accept them, but can actually be recycled after all
and raise money for an animal charity at the same
time.

All Enquiries - 07836 675858
ScarningBeacon@Gmail.Com
www.Scarning.Info

The Scarning Beacon is supported by Scarning Parish Council.
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Scarning Info
carning has had a village website for over 12 years
and it has always carried a wealth of useful
information about our village.

S

It has now had a major revamp, partly to reflect the
look and style of the Scarning Beacon newsletter, but
also to add new exciting features.
The Home page now includes up-to-date news and
information from Scarning, and also the BBC UK
news.There is even the local weather forecast and the
most recent Instagram photo.
The upcoming Events panel shows brief details of
what’s happening in our village in the next few days.
You can view full details of all the upcoming events
on the main Village Events page, which has times,
locations & contact details - very handy when you
want to find out about last minute changes to the
Street Food! It also includes events from Scarning
School and the Bowls Club fixtures.You can also
request for events to be added to the village calendar.
Not sure if it’s the green or black bin to put out? - just
check the Events!

regular pages from the Beacon will be archived,
including the Cookery Corner recipes, Richards
Radios, Scarning Scenes, Through The Garden Gate
and much more.
.
There is also the usual Contacts & Links section
which has a vast array of useful links to other
websites and local businesses.
As lockdown is gradually eased, more and more
events and activities will start to take place within
Scarning again, so your village website is the place to
visit to ensure you’re not missing out.
Scarning.Info does what it says on the tin - it’s a
website for information about Scarning, but it’s also a
permanent work-in-progress. There will constantly be
more information added, with regular news and
events added along with other updates. So, please let
us know of anything that could be added or changed,
particularly of village events, plus any errors or
inaccuracies.
Mail@Scarning.Info

www.Scarning.Info

longside the revamped Scarning Info website,
there is also an Instagram page, and a Facebook
group - both called Scarning Community, plus the
increasingly popular Nextdoor network.

A

All three platforms are for all of the residents of
Scarning - as an ideal way to share ideas, tips and
news on life in our lovely village with your friends
and neighbours.
There are separate pages for many of the major
organisations within the village and also the various
clubs and activities which take place, from allotments
to walks & cycleways and wildlife.
There is a live feed from Scarning School’s Twitter
account, so you can see what the children (and
teachers!) have been up to…
The rich and varied history of Scarning is also
reflected in the various History sections, which will be
a growing resource of fascinating information from
the past.

F
Please look these up and follow/join them, as this is
where any changes in Scarning events and news will
be published in between these monthly newsletters.

There is a Scrapbook section where some of the

If you find that a month is too long to go for your fix
of Scarning news, then Scarning Community,
Nextdoor and of course Scarning Info, are definitely
the places to visit!
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Advertising
We have now started
accepting adverts.
100% of all advertising fees will
be donated to local charities.
(See the A2C article on Page 8)
So, if you are a local business,
you really should place an advert
- not only will you be reaching
your customers, but you’ll also
be helping worthy causes.
What’s not to like?!!
ScarningBeacon@Gmail.Com
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Verse and Worse
My Dad
We never called him Father,
To me he was just my dad.
He was always there for me
When I was just a lad.
Throughout the winter football
and cricket's summer sport.
He was on the touch line
Giving his support.
But imagine my embarrassment,
When he shouted out in joy.
Whenever I did something well
This voice boomed, "That's my boy".
I never said, "Thank you Dad
For being there for me".
Your support really drove me on
For anyone to see.
I'll never forget those early days,
But one thing makes me sad
If I had my time again
I'd shout out "That's my Dad".
(Father’s Day is on Sunday June 20th)

carning
SParish
Council
s newly elected Chairperson of the Parish
Council I would like to thank Chris
Farnham for all his effort over the last two years
as Chair.

A

I would also like to thank Neil Parsons and Ian
Semmons, who have stood down as Councillors,
for all their commitment and enthusiasm during
their time in office. The Council therefore has
two Councillor vacancies and if you would like
to get more involved with your community, do
please apply - your Village needs you.
Following our meeting earlier this month we are
undertaking a Village Appraisal and we are
seeking volunteers to help carry this out. Also
we can report that Norfolk County Council are
taking action to restrict vehicular access to
Green Lane and restore the footpath there.
Some of you may have noticed the Parish's
transformed flower boxes, this is due to the
efforts of Neil Parsons and these will become
colourful masterpieces when replanted by
Sharon Goldsworthy, thanks to you both. We
are also waiting for permission from Breckland
Council to install an outdoor table tennis table
on the Blackthorn Drive playing field.

Frank Foreman
01362 687082
fforeman4@sky.com

Further information on the items above can be
found within this issue of the Beacon or on the
Parish Council website - www.ScarningPC.Info
If you have any suggestions or thoughts about
the Parish please do let the Parish Clerk know at
ScarningClerk@BTInternet.Com.
Our next meeting, in line with Government
requirements, will be held on 21 June at 7:30 pm
in either the Village Hall or the Church. If you
would like to attend then if possible please let
the Clerk know and remember your mask.
With kind regards
Double Rainbow - Keith Vargeson
26 May 2021
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Fiona Bradford - Chair
fmbradford@gmail.com
www.Scarning.Info
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he inspiration for the title of this series of
articles, though I didn’t explicitly explain it at the
outset, was the idea that it is important that we
preserve our memories, and pass them on to
generations to come, in the form of photographs.

T

Your photos may exist in one of Apple or Google’s
vast ‘server farms’ but the photos may be
‘orphaned’, in other words your grandchildren won’t
know they exist or where to find them.
So what’s the solution to my gloomy scenario? Well,
it’s simple, old fashioned and good fun. It’s to get the
photos that mean something to you printed, and put
in an album. I would argue that they are more likely
to survive like that than their digital versions, but
even if both make it, in the meantime photo albums
are wonderful things to have and more fun to share
and reminisce over than scrolling through thousands
of images on your phone.
I have tens of thousands of digital photos that I have
taken over the years, and most of them exist only on
computer hard drives. Will they be around in a
hundred years time? I have no idea. However three
or four times a year I go through my recent shots and
have the better ones printed and I put them in
albums. I don’t know if they will make it either, but
if I were a betting man I would put my money on the
albums rather than the hard drives.
‘Preserve your memories, they’re all that’s left you’.
Does anyone know where that line comes from? If
you’re my age you’ll probably know. It’s from the
Simon and Garfunkel song Bookends.

The photo is of the Scarning Sunday School outing
in 1900 and it is a good example of what I am talking
about. In my biased view a picture really is worth a
thousand words. It’s a wonderful photo, and priceless
in the true sense of the word.
You may be thinking to yourself that with more
mobile phones on the planet than there are people,
and most of them having cameras in them, we are
awash with photos and videos and preserving our
memories is probably about the last thing we should
be worried about. But there is a catch. Historians
have expressed concern about the rise of email,
social messaging and digital photography because
one of the important sources of material for
biographies or any historical research is paper
documents, pictures and for the last 150 years or so,
photographs. Digital communication is ephemeral
and very much here today, gone tomorrow and may
not exist in years to come.

Time it was
And what a time it was, it was
A time of innocence
A time of confidences
Long ago it must be
I have a photograph
Preserve your memories
They’re all that’s left you

‘Ah’, you may say, ‘but the photos I take with my
phone are stored in the cloud by Apple, Google or
whoever, and so they are safe’. Yes, up to a point, but
what if you lose track of them because you change to
a different service provider, or the technology moves
on? What about when you are no longer around?

Tim Farnham
07831 106246
Tim@FarnhamFarms.Co.UK
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The
Dirty
Donkey

Food
Pub VANS
Quiz

Click here to go to the answers on Page 13
Hello, something a bit different this time – a
colourful quiz. Either the question or the answer
will feature a colour. A hue may feature more
than once. Reddy, steady go!

une is looking a little quiet on the food van front.
We will still have IB the Chippy coming to the
garage each Wednesday evening, 5-8pm. Ian is keen
to continue so hopefully he continues to be as busy
as he has been up until now. June 25th, Friday, we
are due to have The Durban Grill at the playing field,
also 5-8pm.

J

1. In which film did Sean Connery play a
Russian submarine captain?
2. What is the capital of the North West
Territories in Canada?
3. A type of window often found in cathedrals.
4. To within five years, when was the first
performance of Rhapsody in Blue by George
Gershwin?
5. Where is the National Maritime Museum?
6. Who was the lead singer with the group Hot
Chocolate?
7. Which group of people became known as the
49ers?
8. Who played the part of Bluebottle in the Goon
Show?
9. What was the first name of Capability Brown?
10. Peter Sarstedt had a hit in 1969 with a song
about a modified drink. What was the title of
the song?
11. What is the value of the pink ball in snooker?
12. In the film ‘Pretty Woman’, what is the colour
of the dress that Vivian wears to the opera?
13. Barwick Green is the signature tune for which
radio programme?
14. What is William’s surname in the children’s
books by Richmal Crompton?
15. Who was Queen of England for nine days in
1553?
16. In ‘Red Dwarf’, who played the part of
Lister?
17. In which city is the confluence of the White
Nile and the Blue Nile?
18. What was the name of the defoliant used in
the Vietnam war?
19. Aston Martin cars have model names
including DB. For what does DB stand?
20. The tayberry is a cross between the raspberry
and which other fruit?

Bookings have become fewer in number as vans
have now got block bookings for the whole summer
at campsites and at venues by the coast, where they
have a much higher volume of people. One of our
favourites, Churros and Chorizo, have recently
opened their own cafe in Norwich, so have stopped
most of their regular venues, it's not just us here at
Scarning. This alongside all the pubs and restaurants
being able to open has affected how well the vans
have been doing, so we need to support them when
they do come.

26 May 2021
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Any late news, either new bookings or changes, will
be put onto Scarning Community Facebook, and
Nextdoor, so keep an eye on these platforms. This is
also where I put relevant menus and links to any
booking forms.
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Behind
The Bit

Roundabouts: Avoid whenever possible but if you
cannot then a horse must keep to the left whilst going
round a roundabout to avoid being trapped between 2
lanes of traffic. The rider should signal right when
riding past an exit, this shows you are not leaving.
Rider will signal Left when they are leaving the
roundabout.

Horses On The Road, The Law, And Other Things
s outlined in my previous article , unfortunately
horse riders have no choice but to use the roads,
even if it is only to get to some bridleway etc.,
Therefore, we try to be as sensible about this as
possible, and spend a lot of time, and effort getting
our horses used to the traffic etc. This is why you
will sometimes see two riders side by side; it may be
that the outside horse is more experienced, and is
giving the other horse confidence, whilst shielding it
from the majority of the traffic for the first few rides.
By law we can ride two abreast in situations like the
above, or if there is enough room, but of course, it is
sensible to drop into single file if the road is narrow,
or on a bend.

A

The law states in the Highway Code (47 to 55) that
Children MUST wear a helmet which is of a good fit
and fastened. Adults however do not have to.
It also gives advice on clothing, ie; well-fitting boots,
hi viz etc., but this is only advisory.
We should by law, keep to the left, keep hands on
reins, (unless signalling), and never ride more than 2
abreast. We must NOT take a horse onto a cycle
track or a footpath or pavement. However, there is a
proviso saying that other drivers, pedestrians etc.,
should be prepared for something unexpected. There
is also an Amendment to The Highways Act 1835
which states Footpaths/Pavements can be used in an
Emergency.
So, it might be a horse may use a footpath for a
minimal amount of time if it is safer ie if there are
vehicles parked, and you have to ride past those, it
then puts you in the path of oncoming traffic, which
is not safe for anyone. (Especially if the horse is
startled and does a 53mph spook!!!) I have queried
this with the Police and NCC and they were both of
the opinion that sometimes it is in the interest of
safety for both the rider and other road users, and
they would not take action if seen.

The British Horse Society recommends that riders
“own” the road. This means we are better to ride
away from the kerb, and more towards the centre of
our side of the road, which enables us to move over
to the left, if required. It also means we take up more
room and hopefully cars will go over the white line
to pass, as they would for a car.
"Riders shouldn't be on the roads - they don't pay
road tax". This is a myth that just will not die. There
is no such thing as Road Tax, it was abolished in
1937 by Winston Churchill.
Most horse riders have cars, so we are already paying
our share of VED,. Some riders may also have a
horse lorry.
Riders are advised to have public liability insurance,
but it is not a legal requirement. Although why you
wouldn’t is a mystery to me, as I have had cause to
use it when a previous horse decided to spook and
dump me on a car's bonnet!!

Obviously as riders we would prefer to ride at the
less busy times, but sometimes work commitments,
rehabilitation of the horse, weather, etc. has a huge
impact, and just sometimes we have to ride when we
would really prefer a quieter time.

More on that and why horses spook in the next
episode.

26 May 2021
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Sandra Owen
07833 636250
sandmead@gmail.com
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A2C
Advertising

To

Charity

he charity with the most votes during April was
Great Ormond Street Hospital, so thank you to
everyone who emailed in their preference. Here is
the choice for this month, so please continue to send
in your nominations to ScarningBeacon@Gmail.Com

T

The Royal Hospital for Neuro-disability.
A person is admitted to hospital with a head injury
once every 3 minutes in the UK. At the Royal
Hospital for Neuro-disability many patients are
learning to cope with a disability due to an accident,
a brain injury like a stroke, or because they have a
neurological condition like Huntington's disease.
This national charity is independent of the NHS and
provides specialist assessments, rehabilitation and
long-term care, alongside additional therapies,
offering hope and emotional support for patients and
their families.
Revitalise
This charity provides respite care in a holiday setting
for disabled people and their carers. They run 3
holiday centres in Essex, Southampton and
Southport, where short breaks can be relaxing,
however they also offer trips and activities, all in a
worry-free environment.
Big C
Norfolk's cancer charity, raising money so that
people with cancer can be treated locally at
Gorleston, Yarmouth, King's Lynn and Norwich. It
also helps towards buying equipment for our
hospitals and providing funding towards research at
the Norfolk Research Park.
So, three very worthwhile charities again this month.
Without your votes, your preferred charity could be
missing out on our Beacon donation, so email us
now before you forget. Every vote counts!
ScarningBeacon@Gmail.Com
“The true meaning of life is to plant trees, under
whose shade you do not expect to sit.”
Nelson Henderson
Knowledge is knowing a tomato is a fruit.
Wisdom is not putting it in a fruit salad.
Philosophy is wondering if a Bloody Mary
counts as a smoothie.
26 May 2021
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B wls Club
Results round up, so far
carning Bowls Club has now played its first three
S
matches within the Elmham League and I can
report mixed fortunes for the Team.
Our first match was away, against Swanton Morley
and although we started with a bright evening by the
time the match was over it had turned a little cool,
and dark, to say the least. However we managed to
secure an 8 point to 2 point victory over our
opposition, which means we won 2 rinks to 1 and our
combined shot score exceeded that of Swanton
Morley. A great match and worthy opponents.
Our second match was
against Elmham Institute
and again this was an
away fixture.
Unfortunately we ended
up losing 2 points to 8
points on this occasion.
However everyone
enjoyed the game and
the score doesn’t really
reflect how well we all
played. Well done to all those that took part on both
sides, we certainly enjoyed the competition and the
warm welcome.
The third match was also our first home fixture of the
season and this time it was against Lyng and District.
Once again it was a close fought affair but Scarning
managed to prevail in the end with an 8 point to 2
point victory, but as someone pointed out,
irrespective of the result, it was a great match, and
again we encountered a strong opposition.
Well done to all those individuals, from both sides
that played in these matches. A great start to the
season for the Scarning contingent
As we move towards the end of May the Dereham
and District League starts, when we face some
different opposition and old foes, whilst the Elmham
League battle continues.
In the meantime we continue to have our Wednesday
afternoon ‘roll ups’ (weather permitting) so if you
want to give bowls a go, young or old, whether as a
beginner or someone who has played previously,
then we’d love to see you. Go on, give it a go - you
know it makes sense!!
Harry Geary
01362 687700
HarryGeary65@Gmail.Com
www.Scarning.Info
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Scarnin
g
Tennis
ven though we've had a cold and cool Spring,
tennis in Scarning has well and truly started.

E
he summer term has got off to a lovely start with
T
lots of wildlife and animals joining us in the
setting.
We have had a collared
dove nesting right beside
our front door which
caused much excitement.
The children have been
observing the nest and
were very happy to see
an egg appear!

Courts can be hired for £5.00/hour through Pam and
Richard Cole - 07375 077807, or come along to the
free community sessions which are held on
Thursdays 18.00 - 20.00 and Sundays 10.00 - 12.00.

We have been exploring
the theme of life cycles
with the children. We
have been very lucky to
have both caterpillars and
tadpoles in the setting
which we have watched
growing and changing.
We are very much
looking forward to
releasing our butterflies in the garden once they
appear from their cocoons.
The children thoroughly
enjoyed a visit from ‘Biscuit’
the tortoise. They were able to
sit him on their laps and get a
very close look at him. The
were able to identify his
different features and found out
he needs to live in a special box
with a lamp to keep him warm.
We held a raffle this term which
was supported by many local
businesses who donated prizes.
Our families helped us raise a
wonderful £134 which will help
us buy some new books and
resources to support the children
in discussing their emotions and
promote their mental well being.

All are welcome, we're a friendly bunch. If you are
new to the area or want to get back into tennis, learn
from scratch or aspire to be better, or maybe you are
a decent player already, all will be very welcome.
Some participants worry at first that they might not
be good enough but these anxieties are quickly
dissipated. All you need is a racquet and some balls.
We have a mix of age groups, though children under
the age of 16 will need to be accompanied by an
adult. There is also a WhatsApp network for players
to keep in touch and arrange friendly games between
the Free Sessions. For more information, contact Clare Jones
07889 077396
ScarningTennis@Gmail.Com

Emma Dawson
Deputy Manager
01362 699360
office@scarningpreschool.co.uk

Tennis racquets for sale.... First come, first
served.

26 May 2021
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did prove a useful and portable job as my husband's
R.A.F. career meant we moved around a lot. I painted
in oils until we first moved to R.A.F. Swanton Morley
in 1987. I then went on a weekend course near
Brancaster Staithe. This was watercolour painting for
beginners run by a lovely couple, John Rowbottom
and his wife Margaret. John taught and Margaret
provided fantastic lunches!
ith current Covid-19 restriction hopefully being
relaxed on 17th May the Scarning Art Club are
intending to hold their annual Art Exhibition at
Bawdeswell Garden Centre over the Bank Holiday
weekend from 29th to 31st May. All pictures are for
sale so why not pop in and say hello and see what our
members achieve. You never know it may inspire the
artist in you and we are always looking out for new
members.

W

We asked our members what inspired them towards
art and this is the response from Sue Bunce:
Scarning Art Group has been part of my life for a few
years now, but my love of art started many years ago.
Interest in painting began for me in the late 1950’s /
early 1960’s when I became a pupil at Barnsley High
School for Girls. I then found myself struggling with
academic subjects and only really did well in English
and the Arts. When I was 15, my art teacher was
eager to steer me towards further art studies.
However, my father disagreed strongly and refused to
let me pursue this as a career choice.

Welney
This began my love of watercolours which remains my
favourite medium, although I do work with pastel, oil
and acrylic from time to time. Over the last 30 years
or so I have enjoyed numerous evening and weekend
classes and workshops in various mediums and met
some amazingly talented artists along the way. My
favourite subjects to paint are flowers and
landscapes, especially those including water of some
kind. I do love the challenge of working on a subject
which particularly appeals to me and then also enjoy
finding that someone else likes it too.
Art – it's a joy, it’s a pleasure, it’s wonderful!
Sue Bunce
Answers to last month’s quiz:
1.
2.
3.

Edvard Munch
The Louvre
Norman Foster

Quiz for this month:
1
2.
3.
Fergus

Who painted 'The Light of the World' in St.
Paul's Cathedral’?
Who designed the lions in Trafalgar Square?
The largest sculpture in Britain is located at
Gateshead. What's it called?

Consequently, I stopped painting altogether for years,
until my early thirties when I took it up again as a
hobby. Nursing and Midwifery became my career and

Mike 01362 652935
Jacquie 01362 697783
mike@mdeward.co.uk

26 May 2021
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The Miller’s Tale

hours after the first match. The match report shared
the front page of the local paper with the news of the
Titanic disaster.

Q - What links Scarning with Norwich City Football
Club, the Titanic disaster and an FA Cup Final at
Old Trafford?
A - George Miller, a former head teacher of Scarning
School.
Details of Mr Miller’s life as a headteacher and
stalwart of Scarning can be found on the village
website but here is a tale of his passion for football,
by John Treleven from Jersey.
George Lane Miller Q1 1874 - 4th December 1931
was born in King's Lynn, the son of a sea
George
captain, and he became well travelled too.
In 1913 George was on
international duty again
when he travelled to
Stockholm when Sweden
hosted Denmark (0-10) and
in 1915 he was a linesman
for the FA Cup Final at Old
Trafford, Manchester when
Sheffield United defeated
Chelsea 3-0.

He was playing football for King's Lynn Juniors
when they won the Norfolk Junior Cup Final in
1893 and was with Norwich C.E.Y.M.S. (Church of
England Young Men's Society) when he
represented Norfolk in 1896. He married Mabel
May Ives, who was a few months older than him, in
Norwich in 1899
and was appointed
headmaster of
Scarning School
at about the same
time.
He and Mabel
lived at the
Teacher’s House
with their two
children Kenneth
George William
(1904-81) and
Alan Ives (1906??) and became pillars of the community
taking on many posts in the local area.
George was also a keen gardener
exhibiting at the Norfolk Show and owned
an Austin 7 car.
Whilst undertaking all this locally, George
was also busy as a football referee and organiser. He
refereed the first match played by Norwich City
when they met Harwich in September 1902 and on
2nd April 1911 travelled across to Rotterdam to take
charge of Netherlands v Belgium (3-1). It was census
day and he is found on the S.S. Munich returning to
Harwich after the match.
A year later he was in Jersey for the Muratti Vase
Semi-Final v Guernsey. Alderney were on the rota of
byes to the final, pre-war, and awaited the winners.
The match was drawn and so Miller had to delay his
return a day as the replay was hurriedly put on 24
26 May 2021
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Miller became Chairman of
the Norfolk F.A. but
possibly was not in the best
of health as he was reported
as being in hospital in 1926
when his wife took the
minutes at a local meeting
instead of him. He was
hospitalised again in 1931 and
died in Norwich Hospital on
Friday 4th December 1931, aged
57.
Mabel was in Norwich the
following day making funeral
arrangements when a runaway van
ran down Orford Hill and knocked
her over on the pavement. She was taken to the same
hospital that her husband had died in the day before
but she died that evening.
A joint funeral was held at Scarning the following
week when the wreath that Mabel had just ordered
was placed on their grave, it read - "To Laddie, my
husband from M'Amie Petite. When the last great
recorder comes to write your name, he will not write
how you won or lost but how you played the game."
John Treleven - Jersey
johnmtrll@gmail.com
www.Scarning.Info
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Through The
Garden Gate
laming June!! Let’s hope so. Warmer, sunnier
F
days and balmy evenings are very much needed,
after a very cold and rainy month.
I have been busy digging up frost beaten shrubs and
perennials that just didn’t have a chance with those
frosts. Thankfully the rain came, so thank you if you
were doing the rain dance.
Now the gardens are in full swing, with everything
filling the borders. June is my favourite month in the
garden, with all those wonderful plants and bulbs I
planted in the Autumn starting to poke through.
Although they have been reluctant to make an
appearance, putting our gardens about 3 weeks
behind.
Blossoms have been spectacular, leaving a veil of
pinks and whites on the floor after the winds. I
collect a basket full of blossom for the table
allowing a pretty sight and fragrance in the air.
My magnolias are still in flower,
thankfully, not being affected by the
frosts. Magnolia ‘Stellata’ has been
a picture. My later flowering
magnolia ‘Sunsation’ with bright
yellow cup-shaped blooms gives a
bright splash of colour with a second
show later.
I have a stunning orange azalea, sorry, no name.
Height about 5’ and glorious. This was given to me
by my parents and was my grandfather’s before then
- it’s been in my family at least 30 years and never
disappoints. Planted around this are many blue
monkshood, giving a brilliant colour combination,
also with my physocarpus ‘Lady in Red’.
I have various trees in my garden, and as my garden
is not big I highly recommend these varieties. They
are grown for either scent, flower or bark.
The flowers on my prunus “Serotina”
are long bracts holding many individual
tiny white fragrant flowers.

Coming into flower later in the
month will be my cornus
‘Dogwood’ trees. A large cream
flowering variety ‘Cream
Kousa’ and a smaller variety,
pink flowered, ‘Satomi’. These
are spectacular and come in
many species and an array of
colour from white and pinks.
I’m also a lover of Hydrangeas
and have many in my garden and in pots. These give
a spectacular show in any garden, from white, blue
and pinks. Such varieties with large heads, flat heads,
small star shaped individual flowers making up
fabulous heads, or cone shaped heads are a must
have in any garden.
This year, I fear, like some of yours, they have
suffered with our frosts. I have only recently cut
down the damaged stems after waiting in hope of no
more frosts and the sign of new growth. Although, I
may not see many blooms this year I am pleased they
are still alive.
The catmint, alchemilla mollis and lavender will be
bursting into profusion as we progress through June.
Alchemilla mollis and catmint are ideal edging
plants, they will flow over an edge really gracefully
and seed for you too, giving a splash of colour. Cut
back both of these as the flowers fade and a second
flush will appear later.
Your bedding plants will be ready to bring to their
final placements in your garden, having kept them
safe from the cold. Planted pots and hanging baskets
can be placed where they are to be admired. Feed
weekly and water regularly.
We have a vegetable garden and Hubby plays in
there; potatoes, carrots, lettuce and beans. Our
grandchildren have been growing vegetables to sell
for pocket money, so we have sprouts and
cauliflower too. The greenhouse is planted with
tomatoes and cucumbers... my favourite, straight off
the vine. New potatoes with a hint of mint from the
garden and a little butter, delicious.
The warmer weather is encouraging growth in our
gardens and those weeds are growing too. Keep on
top of this job to make life easier. I’m a great
believer in getting down to the weed and not using a
hoe!
Dead heading regularly will keep your flowers
performing well and for longer.
Don’t forget to stop and sit and enjoy your garden,
even if it’s from your conservatory, your porch or
summerhouse. There’s nothing quite like it.

My pterostryrax (Epaulette) tree carries
bracts of shorter stems with bunches of
individual fragrant flowers. Peeling
bark is also another attraction given by
my Tibetan cherry ‘Prunus Serrula’.

Happy Gardening.

26 May 2021
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Corinne Steward
07881 691899
CorinneASteward@Gmail.Com
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Sunday 27 June

10 am to 5 pm

There will be eight gardens for you to visit.
Collect a passport with map from any garden.
Passports cost £5 each, children free

Many thanks to our hosts for the day:
Clare and Chris
Park Farm
Park Lane
NR19 2LD

Corinne and Michael
Broadway Farm
The Broadway
NR19 2LQ
Refreshments

Tricia and Frank
Cranbrook
Shipdham Lane
NR19 2LB
Light lunches etc

Trish and John
Willow Barn
Shipdham Lane
NR19 2LB

Jean
Scarningdale
NR19 2QN

Heather and Charles
Borrowdale
Coach Lane
NR19 2PQ

Valerie and Carl
Hazelmere
Chapel Lane
NR19 2PB

Penny and Richard
Old Sarum
Dereham Road
NR19 2PW

Alf will have a plant stall at
6 Hall Cottages (opposite the Church)
Sorry, no dogs in the gardens. The Village Hall has kindly offered the use of its toilets.

And to finish the day

A Summer Barbecue
By kind invitation of Yvonne and Roger Long,
Hillfield, Dereham Road, NR19 2PU
Time from 6 pm - £7.50 per ticket
obtainable in advance from Yvonne
on 693135 or longr@btconnect.com
Proceeds to Scarning Church

26 May 2021
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Please bring your own drinks
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Librar y

Got Someþing
To Say?
Do you have an interesting hobby,
or do an unusual job?
Are you a keen photographer, or an artist?
Do you write poems or short stories?
Are you a member of a local club
or organisation?
Do you have some amusing anecdotes
or tall-tales to tell?
Do you have the knowledge to set a pub-quiz?
If so, we’d love for you to send us your
contributions - ScarningBeacon@Gmail.Com
The Scarning Beacon is your village newsletter,
and without your contributions it would be
nothing.

he 4-weekly Mobile Library visit will be Tuesday
June 1st and then again 29th June, aren't we
lucky!
As usual, Mayfair will have the van between 10.25 10.40, and later on it will be at our new stop at
School Plain from 16.35 - 17.05.

T

Don't forget your mask and your
library card. If you want to order a
specific book, you can request that
it is brought out on the van for
collection by you....what a fantastic
service the library gives us, so
please make use of them.

So I asked the Librarian: "Do you have Great
Expectations?"
She said: "I did, but ended up working in a
library".
26 May 2021
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The
Dirty
Donkey

Pub
Quiz
Click here to go to the
questions on Page 6

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.

The hunt for Red October
Yellowknife
Rose
1924
Greenwich
Errol Brown
Prospectors in the California gold rush
Peter Sellers
Lancelot
Frozen Orange Juice
6
Red
The Archers
Brown
Lady Jane Grey
Craig Charles
Khartoum
Agent Orange
David Brown – once the owner of Aston
Martin
Blackberry

www.Scarning.Info
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Arts & Crafts
Making Lit Rose Domes

Scarning
Church

Churchwarden’s report

he recent plant and cake sale seems to have
struck a chord with people and we were delighted
at how many turned out on a cool, showery day to
support it. Those who organised the sale put in a
great deal of hard work to make it happen and we are
grateful for their efforts.

T

The next thing on our social calendar is the Open
Gardens day and barbecue on 27th June. Information
about it is elsewhere in this newsletter and from what
I am hearing it’s going to be a good day and not to be
missed.
There are other plans afoot for outdoor events so do
keep an eye on social media, noticeboards, the
church newsletter or whatever is your favoured
means of finding out what’s happening.

achieved these lovely rose domes by first painting
Ipaint
the wooden base of the display dome with acrylic
or by applying 4 layers of glitter with pva glue.

I then sprayed the base with an acrylic sealant. Next I
glued a wired rose in to the centre of the base. At this
point I would add any crystals, gems, or even a name
plaque, depending on what I have been asked to
create. Then finally I put a set of wired battery
powered LED lights inside the dome to light it up.
Once you start to think creatively, the options are
endless. Keeping it simple is key to being effective.
Emma Carter
07749 026220
EmmaCarter87@RocketMail.Com
26 May 2021
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I hope you will get this newsletter in time to learn
that on Sunday 30th May there will be an outdoor
‘Songs of Praise’ service at the church, starting at the
usual time of 11.15. All the hymns are likely to be
old favourites so if you fancy a bit of singing do
come and join us. Singing ability is not essential but
enthusiasm is definitely helpful!
Finally, we are pleased to announce that we have a
new benefice administrator in the form of Sarah
Finlay. Sarah is based at Church House in Dereham
and replaces Michael Callow, who has retired after
doing a fine job for many years. The office is open
Monday, Tuesday and Thursday from 08.30 until
12.30. Sarah will be able to take some of the load off
the shoulders of our hard-pressed rector and vicar as
we tentatively return to something more like normal
life.
Tim Farnham
Tim@FarnhamFarms.Co.UK
07831 106246
DerehamAndDistrictTeam.Org.UK

Do you do create your own
artwork or crafts?
If so, we’d be delighted to include your
handiwork on these pages.
A few words and some photos are all we need.
So, don’t be shy, let us know!
www.Scarning.Info
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The Mystery of Spoonbridge and St Botolph’s
Chapel - Part Two
In part 1, we identified the site of Spoonbridge so can
now move on to suggest the location of the meadow
and St Botolph’s Chapel, mentioned in medieval
records: “Ralph, son of Peter, gave them his meadow
between the chapel of St. Butolph and Sponesbergh”
Modern aerial view, showing the site of Spoonbridge

The purple line indicates the 1989 gas pipe and the
discovery of medieval pottery.
1906 OS map, showing the likely site of St Botolph’s
chapel

Meadow

the stream) and close to a highway. Court records of
1570 even mention “in campo vocat Chapell feld als.
Buttolfelde” – in a field called Chapel field or also
Buttolf field. So in conclusion, my suggestion is that
Scarning’s Chapel of St Butolph was sited either on
the land occupied now by the oak grove, or very
close by in the field to the south, somewhere close to
the acre of land donated by Ralph all those centuries
ago.
The LIDAR picture and 1946 aerial view (below)
shows this area, and some intriguing land markings
which might be relevant, and which merit further
investigation.

Chapel?

The pond to the west of Oak Grove, and indeed the
whole grove, has some interesting raised earthworks
and could be medieval, and they merit further
investigation by proper archaeologists! It might be
notable that groves of oaks were often sacred sites in
pre-Christian religions in northern Europe, and later
adopted by Christianity.

LIDAR picture

The location of most chapels dedicated to St
Botolph, the patron saint of wayfarers, was close to a
main road, near a water source and possibly on high
ground; all of these match the proposed site. An 1846
map of farm fieldnames, provided by Chris Farnham,
and comparison with other views of this area
strongly support the location of St Botolph’s Chapel.
This fits in with the “meadow between the chapel of
St. Butolph and Sponesbergh” and a location on
rising land, from a water source (Well Meadow and
26 May 2021
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1946 aerial view
Andy Eagle
AndrewEagle@Hotmail.Co.UK
07719 508669
www.Scarning.Info
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RE

duce
use
cycle

Reduce, Reuse, Recycle

he above three words are used widely these days
but how many of us know what we can do to
achieve them. Above filling our black recycling bins,
what else can we do to take the next step? Well, there
are many items that are not allowed into our black
bins, that we can recycle and this prevents us putting
so much into our green bins….thus all reducing land
fill.

T

A few years ago, I
decided to make the
conscious effort to reduce
our plastic use, especially
single use plastics, and to
produce less waste. There
are four of us in our
household and now we
put around 3 carrier bags
of general waste in our green bin each fortnight!
Over the next few months, I will give you hints and
tips for recycling more and reducing the amount of
waste you produce. But this month I want to
introduce you to one of the biggest reasons our
general waste has decreased considerably and that is:

website, but these include crisp packets, biscuit
wrappers, pet food pouches and Pringles tubes.
To aid the volunteers at Hallswood, I usually sort
items from each category, into clean, empty bread
bags (as they collect these too). All items must be
clean, dry, and flat (not scrunched or tied in a knot) .
Once full, the bread bags can be taken directly to our
local collection point and to the wonderful Lisa at
East of England Co-op Funeral Services,
53 Baxter Row, Dereham, NR19 1AY - 9am - 5pm
Mon - Fri only. There is no need to call in advance as
you can leave items in the porch.
Contact: Lisa Warman 01362 692233

Or for any queries, if you only have a few of each
item, or if you cannot get to Lisa, please do contact
me by email at laurasbj@googlemail.com or text
07940523989 and I will respond to advise or arrange
collection.

Recycling for Hallswood Animal Sanctuary!
So, by recycling these
household items, we
are helping both the
planet and also raising
money to help animals.
Working in conjunction
with the Teracycle
scheme, Hallswood
Animal Sanctuary
(based in Stratton
Strawless) has so far
raised £15,000 by
collecting those everyday items we just cannot live
without, and that cannot go in our black bins. Thus,
preventing a
huge amount of
waste from going
into landfill. An
exhaustive list of
what they can
collect is on the
Hallswood

Useful links:
Website: www.terracycle.com
Full list: https://www.terracycle.com/en-GB/brigades
Website: www.hallswood.co.uk
Email: recycleforhallswood@yahoo.com
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com
Laura Steward

26 May 2021
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Walthamstow
What’s In A Name?
s part of an ongoing series, we are investigating
the names behind some of our roads and streets
in Scarning. I’ve started with one of the main paths
linking Scarning to Dereham, Ted Ellis Walk.

A

His passion, however, was the environment. After
work he attended evening class and at the age of
nineteen he was made a natural history assistant at the
Castle Museum in Norwich. He quickly rose through
the ranks and served as Keeper of Natural History at
the museum for almost thirty years.
In his later years he took to the air waves, sharing his
passion with millions. I was among those fortunate
enough to meet him and although he was more than
fifty years my senior his passion and enthusiasm were
infectious.
In his later years, he established his own nature
reserve at Wheatfen, near Surlingham, which remains
open to the public.
It is fitting that the path through the meadows is
named after him. Scarning Water Meadows is the sort
of environment Ellis relished. We hope that all
residents will continue to enjoy its unique charms.
Nick Hartley

01362 687492
NickLouise.Hartley@BTInternet.Com

So who was Ted Ellis ? If you’re not familiar with the
name, Ellis was a local writer, naturalist and
broadcaster. In the nineteen sixties and seventies, as
concerns for the destruction of the environment came
to the fore, Ellis was one of those calling for stricter
measures to preserve wildlife. ‘Today, when care of
our wildlife and all that is beautiful in our landscape
is the concern of millions, it will continue to be the
role of all true naturalists to provide a solid backing
for these efforts.’ He wrote in 1986. ‘The world over,
we are friends with an interest and purpose in
common which is not restricted by political barriers
and religious prejudices.’

“An arrow can only be shot by pulling it
backwards. So when life is dragging you back
with difficulties, it means that it’s going to launch
you into something great.” - Paulo Coelho

lf and Tricia would like to thank everyone who
helped with the Plant and Cake Sale at the
church on Saturday 1st May.

A

The choice of plants was fantastic and the cakes so
tempting and a sight to behold – thank you to all
those baking ladies who stepped up to the challenge.

Ted Ellis (left) with David Attenborough. (Credit the
Ellis family.)
Ellis devoted his life to wildlife and the environment.
He was born in Guernsey in 1909. At the age of
eleven, he moved with his family to Great Yarmouth.
Four years later, he left school and went to work in a
factory making false teeth.
26 May 2021
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Thank you also to everyone who came along to
support the event in spite of the rain. It was good to
see so many people enjoying themselves and meeting
socially once again.
Together with funds from the raffle, the sale of
numerous paperbacks and other ancillary items we
raised the splendid sum of £1,020 for church funds –
an excellent result.
Thank you all for making this such a successful day.
www.Scarning.Info
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Radio sets of the 1960s - Part Two
here was an almost insatiable demand by fans for
the music of the popular icons such as the
Beatles, Rolling Stones and so on. This fuelled the
sales of vinyl singles and record albums. By the mid
1960s there were a number of pirate radio stations
such as Radio Caroline which broadcasted popular
music feeding the demand that the BBC had initially
ignored, though by 1964 they had relented and
started ‘Top of the Pops’. Fans played their vinyl
disks on record players such as the ‘Dansette’ and
those who had the means would record their
favourite tracks on reel to reel tape recorders.

T

The better quality radios, which took advantage of
the improved audio quality of the FM broadcasts
with decent loudspeakers, included sockets at the
rear for the connection of tape recorders and record
players as well as external loud speakers.

This top quality ‘Nizza’ table top piano key
pushbutton valve radio (above) made by Blaupunkt
in Germany was first produced in 1965. The push
buttons enable it to cover long, medium, short and
VHF ranges as well as connecting to a tape recorder
and record player. It has one main loudspeaker and
two smaller high frequency ones mounted on the
sides. It has a magic eye tuning indicator and like
most transistor radios uses a printed circuit. This
radio is still in excellent condition and works well.

The Regency pocket radio mentioned in a previous
edition of the Beacon was imitated by many
manufacturers and millions have probably been made
world wide over the years but all suffered from
having a small loudspeaker. Roberts Radios used
their experience in producing valve portable radios to
transition into the transistor age with this R200 Long
and medium wave portable transistor radio made
in1960. (Bottom left and below)
This model,
which sold
for £19
when first
introduced,
is one of the
first of a
long line of
transistor
radio
models
made by
Roberts Radios. The style is still popular today, with
the various models housing modern DAB circuitry
marketed under the ‘Roberts Revival’ range.

By the end of the decade the advances in transistor
technology were such that the valve era for domestic
radios had effectively ended. The public was then
able to listen to VHF broadcasts on a transistor radio
such as this Roberts R600 portable transistor radio
made in 1969. (Above)
See next month’s edition to see what
changes the 1970s had in store.

Richard Allan
Radio@RichardsRadios.Co.UK
www.RichardsRadios.Co.UK

26 May 2021
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SCARNING 🔔
BELL RINGERS
s I write this we’re poised to start ringing again,
A
but still being cautious in our approach. Our
enthusiasm for getting back to normal has to be
tempered by the concern surrounding the ‘India
variant’ of the Covid virus and the next few weeks
will be crucial for all of us. As far as ringing goes,
the availability of the free lateral flow test kits may
ultimately prove invaluable.
It’s a shame that so few people ever see the bells in
the tower as they are interesting in their own right.
Five out of the six were cast at the turn of the 17th
and 18th centuries and are listed as being of
historical significance. This is a bit like a building
being ‘listed’ in the sense that it restricts what can
happen to them. The treble bell was cast in 1931, so
it is a relative youngster, but it’s still 90 years old.
One of the reasons we generally know how old a
church bell is, and frequently who made it, is that it’s
usually cast into the metal of the bell itself.
On our tenor bell it says:
“Charles Newman
made mee 1703
Robert Clark,
Ham Rudd. C.W. “

Charles Newman was the bell founder, and ‘mee’
isn’t a typo; spelling was more free and easy three
hundred years ago.
Bell 5 has the same founder but its date is 1697. The
other names on it are Benjamin Lane, John
Wilkinsno. C.W.
‘Wikinsno’ isn’t a typo either, or at least not mine,
and for some reason the founder appears to have got
the ’n’ and ‘o’ at the end of John Wilkinson’s name
the wrong way round.
If you are wondering who Benjamin Lane, John
Wilkinson, Robert Clark and Ham Rudd were, the
clue is in the letters C.W., which stand for
churchwarden. It is common to find the names of the
churchwardens on old church bells.

The treble bell, which is the odd one out, says:
“Gillett & Johnston,
Croydon, 1931
The Jesus Bell”

Gillett and Johnston had a reputation for making very
good bells and the tone of ours backs that up. The
company still exists but these days they are only
involved with clocks.
The reason this bell is so much younger than the
others is that there used to be only five bells and the
treble was an addition rather than a replacement for
an older one. Towers with five bells were at one time
very common but many eventually had a sixth added,
which gives more scope for the ringers. Some
towers, such as at Barnham Broom, still have their
five bells.
If anyone would like to visit the belfry I will be
happy to arrange this if you get in touch with me.
There is a long, narrow spiral staircase, a set of steep
wooden steps and a few spider’s webs, but if you are
interested and can put up with that let me know.
Young people would need to be old enough to cope
with the stairs and steps and would need to be
accompanied up to the belfry by a responsible adult.
Tim Farnham
07831 106246
Tim@FarnhamFarms.Co.UK
ScarningBellRingers

Coffee Morning
egrettably, Coffee Mornings continue to remain
on hold but at long last there is light at the end
of the tunnel and things are becoming a little more
positive.

R

A reminder that there is a selection of books/DVDs
in the Church, together with an honesty box for
anyone who is interested - all proceeds to Scarning
Church.
All funds raised will be for Scarning Church.

Bells 2, 3 and 4 just have “Charles Newman made
mee 1697” on them.

Tricia Foreman
01362 687082
FForeman4@Sky.Com

26 May 2021
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She Talks A Lot
Scarning A otments
’m finding it difficult to get motivated this year and
so not much is happening on my plot; I am totally
being put to shame by everyone around me! I always
find I do fine once I get going but every time I’ve
thought about it so far this year either it rains or
some other activity interferes. The heavy frosts have
made things difficult for the potato growers as they
have needed to make sure the shoots are covered
overnight.

I

However, the days I
have managed had
some good points:
The fruit bushes
were looking strong
and flowers were
appearing so I’m
hopeful of lots of
fruit later on. The
level of weeds
wasn’t too bad
considering some of
the beds were only
prepared last year,
so all the effort of
removing as much
root as possible was
worthwhile.
I’ve started my dye bed off so hopefully I shall start
getting some of my hand spun wool in interesting
colours; I’ve been reading about dyeing with
marigolds and dahlias so I may get some of them in
too. I have brought home leeks and rhubarb so it is
all worthwhile.
I have potted up some strawberry plants and
Jerusalem artichoke tubers and they are on the
doorstep in Fox Covert with some garden plants.
Anyone is welcome to them and we appreciate any
donation you care to make to Dementia UK. The
strawberry plants have flowers on already!

Your Village Hall
t long last there is light at the end of the
tunnel and, although the Trust has continued
to follow Government’s guidelines/legislation
with regard to COVID-19 and the Hall has
remained closed for over a year, the remodelling/
upgrading work on Scarning Village Hall is
virtually complete and the Hall is looking
fantastic.

A

A Meeting of the Trustees of Scarning Village
was held on Monday 17th May 2021 when the reopening of the Hall was discussed.
At this moment in time the Statutory Authority
that is Scarning Parish Council has requested use
of the Hall for a Parish Council Meeting on 21st
June, 2021. This one-off request was granted by
the Trust at the Meeting on 17th May 2021
subject to Risk Assessments being completed and
there being no further changes to Government
legislation/guidelines coming into force before
the 21st June 2021.
Although we are not in a position to open fully at
present we are working towards that day and once
we are able to open our doors again we will
contact our hirers with further information and
guidance.
The Trustees look forward to welcoming
everyone back shortly.
Contacts:
Bookings:

Nick Hartley
01362 687492
NickLouise.Hartley@BTInternet.Com

Secretary:

Donna Wales
07514 343708
D_Wales@Sky.Com

I have some peas ready to go in and some climbing
beans. I must get busy down on the allotment soon so
that I can get things planted and sown in succession
to spread the harvesting period. By the beginning of
June it should be safe to get the courgettes and other
squash in as well.
Susan Cranmer
s.cranmer940@btinternet.com
26 May 2021
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Scarning
Church

Team Rector’s report

t is not known whether we will be released from
full lockdown towards the end of June. Much will
depend on the impact of the Indian variation of the
virus, its spread and impact on hospitalisation. At the
time of writing a group of six unrelated people can
now sit together in church but must be socially
distanced from other groups of people. Funeral
numbers can now exceed
30 but weddings are still
limited to 30. Nothing
has been said when
congregational singing in
church can recommence.
From what has been
published to date
following the public
indoor events at
Liverpool, the Brits
Awards, and the snooker
in Sheffield, all seems to
be going in the right
direction. I am looking
forwards to my second jab
and for everyone’s peace
of mind am taking a
lateral flow test twice a
week.

I

Life certainly feels more like normal. We have just
had our sons (and a fiancée) staying with us and had
a late Christmas Dinner, something that did not feel
quite as odd with the cold weather of late. We are
simply catching up on what has been missing for a
long time, closer contact with friends and family.
The other day I found buying new shoes a joy –
quite something for one who generally gets little
satisfaction in shopping.
There will be plenty of things that we have missed
during lockdown that are slowly coming back: the
hug for some, has been healing and life affirming.
Others are quite happy not to have their personal
space intruded upon!

sermon in 1642: “No man is an island entire of itself;
every man is a piece of the continent, a part of the
main; if a clod be washed away by the sea, Europe is
the less, as well as if a promontory were, as well as
any manner of thy friends or of thine own were; any
man’s death diminishes me, because I am involved in
mankind. And therefore never send to know for
whom the bell tolls; it tolls for thee.” We are
connected to each other, and how important that
connection is for the wellbeing and survival of any
individual. When you hear the church bell tolling for
someone who has died, don’t ask who it is, Donne
says, just know that it’s tolling for you too because
you are part of the same society and the death of
anyone takes a part of your own life away.

The last Sunday of May was Trinity Sunday when
we celebrated the relationship between God the
Father, God the Son and God the Holy Spirit, a bond
of love, difference and oneness. As Christians we
believe we are made in the image of God which
means we too love and find meaning in relationship
with others and in the Trinitarian God. All the
Sundays between now and the end of October are
called the xth Sunday of Trinity, a reminder to us that
our lives flourish when built on firm foundations of
God who creates, redeems and sustains.

There is something about our relationships that has
been missing during the pandemic. John Donne,
Dean of St Paul’s Cathedral, put it this way in a

Rev Paul Cubitt
Team Rector
01362 694107
RevPCubitt@BTInternet.Com
DerehamAndDistrictTeam.Org.UK

26 May 2021
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Beacon Abroad
The Road To Santiago de Compostela
Le Puy – en -Velay to St Jean Pied de Port
(continuation)
fter leaving Aubrac and the snow behind me, I
A
continued my journey and headed South.
Following the GR65 I passed through many towns,
cities and villages; Estaing, Conques, Fegeac, Cahors
Mosaic, Condom, until I eventually reached St Jean
Pied de Port.
“One step at a time
up and over the hills
and mountains I climbed
many a slip many a slide
took it all in my stride
one step at a time.”
The route is clearly signposted with easy-to-follow
way markers consisting of a
painted white stripe above a
red stripe. You find these way
markers painted on the bark of trees, dry stone walls
or fence posts. In towns and cities, you are guided on
your way by brass scallop shells inset into pavements
and walls or, by ceramic tiles symbolised with a
scallop shell attached to the walls of buildings or
churches.
There are many myths
associated with the iconic
scallop shell. It is a symbol
of baptism in Christianity.
Some say the lines on
the scallop shell represent all
routes pilgrims take
throughout Europe leading
them to Santiago. Others say
it was used in medieval times
as way of measuring food
given to pilgrims or was used
as a drinking vessel. Most
pilgrims carry a scallop shell attached to their back
pack making them easily identifiable. Many artists
have also used scallops in their work. Sandro
Botticelli's, Birth of Venus,1480's, depicts a nude
figure of Venus emerging from the sea standing upon
a scallop shell and, Maggie Hamling's four metre
high sculpture of a scallop shell can be found on the
beach at Aldeburgh, Suffolk, these are just two fine
examples.
26 May 2021
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Whilst it isn't really necessary to carry a guide book
because the route is so well sign-posted, I did
however, carry a copy of the strangely titled, Miam
Miam Dodo (French baby talk for eat and sleep). I
found this guide book to be an asset as it not only
outlined all the towns, villages and cities I would
travel through but also listed all sleeping and eating
places along the way, including contact details
enabling walkers to book ahead in advance. Casting
caution to the wind I decided not to book
accommodation in advance as I felt this would be too
restrictive in my choice of determining how far I
wanted to walk each day.
Accommodation was easy to find. Hotels and
Chambre-d'hotes were beyond my budget range. I
therefore, chose to stay at Gite Privees, privately
owned hostels with small bunk bed dorms. These
places are reasonably priced and are generally run by
people who have walked the
Camino, providing communal
eating facilities where
everyone mucks in with
making meals and tidying up.
I also stayed at Gite d'etapes,
municipal hostels with large
bunk bed dorms with
kitchen facilities for making
your own meals, with shared
bathrooms and sinks for hand
washing laundry, and they too
are relatively inexpensive. The
cheapest places I stayed were donation-based hostels
run by lay people or religious organisations. Meals
are provided and you pay what you can afford.
Although it's not compulsory, it is expected that you
attend religious services.
I stayed at the Abbey at
Conques and there must have
been a hundred plus people
sleeping in one dormitory. You
have to have a strong
constitution to stomach
sleeping with so many people,
snoring, farting, tossing and
turning, coughing, dreaming,
each with their own body
odour. For some, earplugs are
essential whether you sleep in
dorms sleeping half a dozen or
a hundred people.
Unfortunately, I can't tolerate ear plugs, so I had to
accept the situation for what it was, an unforgettable
experience!
To be continued.
Tom Thompson
07519 772312
Tom.Thompson9@Hotmail.Co.UK
www.Scarning.Info
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Curious Creatures
Musk Turtles
usk Turtles are also known as Stinkpot Turtles
because of the smell they make from glands
when threatened. They are a small turtle, reaching 35 inch as an adult. Males can be identified by the
longer tail and larger body compared to the females,
however, sometimes it is only possible to tell the
sexes by their tail length.

M

The shell colouration can be black, grey or brown
and they also have a pair of yellow or green stripes
which run from the tip of their nose to their neck.
The jaw is powerful and can easily crush hard snail
shells.

Fine sand or large pebbles in the tank make it easier
for them to walk on. Fake plants or real plants (bear
in mind turtles are omnivorous), bog wood, stones or
tiles can also be added. A good filter system is
needed as they are not the easiest to keep clean; I
have found an external filter to be the best, but still I
find I need a 25 % water change every two weeks.
I provide mine with cuttle fish to chew on for
calcium for their shell growth. They will eat a varied
diet from chopped earth worms, meal worms,
crickets, cockroaches, frozen bloody worms and
chopped sprats, or alternatively you can buy turtle
pellets but I don't recommend feeding the pellets to
them all the time. The Musk Turtle in the photo is
one of two rescued from someone who said they
could no longer look after them, though they are
actually quite easy to look after.
Emma Carter
07749 026220
EmmaCarter87@RocketMail.Com

Your village
needs you!
We need your ideas, contributions, adverts,
suggestions and general help...
So, if you’d like to help or be involved in future
editions of the Scarning Beacon, in any way, shape
or form, or to simply place an advert, please make
contact ScarningBeacon@Gmail.Com
07836 675858
In the wild Musk Turtles are found in Southern
Canada and down through to Southern America.
They are mainly an aquatic turtle found living in
shallow streams with a slow current.
In captivity, a single adult can be kept in a 24 inch
aquarium, whilst a pair would require a 36 inch
aquarium. Babies should be kept in a smaller tank
and require 4-5 inches of water at the shallow end,
this increasing as they grow as they are ground
walkers rather than swimmers at an early age.
Musk Turtles are classed as aquatic but they still
need to breath air, so they can also come out of the
water occasionally to bask. The area provided should
be at least 28°c and have a uvb system that is at the
very least 5% uvb, (I personally run my system at
10% uvb) , water temperature should be kept at 2023°c and for babies 28-32°c
26 May 2021
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Scarning
Richard Allan

Anne-Marie
Haskey

Tim Farnham

Corinne Steward
Clare Jones

Sharon Goldsworthy
Have you got a photo, a painting, a drawing or
anything else you’d like to see on this page?

Chris Farnham
26 May 2021

Rufous Bushchat
ScarningBeacon@Gmail.Com

We’d be delighted to show off your talents in the
village newsletter, so please send them to
ScarningBeacon@Gmail.Com
www.Scarning.Info
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Cookery
Corner
Black Cherry and Frangipane Bake

Flatbreads
uring lockdown we haven’t been doing much in
the way of entertaining so I have found that
some of the food I previously bought packaged has
proved to be too much for just the two of us and has
been sitting in the fridge partly used. One of those
items has been wraps or pitta breads.

D

They aren’t brilliant when a bit stale even if you
warm them so I have stopped buying them and
making some when needed. They are quick and easy
and you can make them whatever size you need. It
also is one less bit of plastic wrapping.
250 gms self-raising flour (you can use half
wholemeal if you like but add a flat tsp. of baking
powder too)
2 tbs olive oil
2 tsp dried herbs and a few chilli flakes too if you
like a bit of a kick.
About 150mls water.
ou can use fresh cherries in season but it works
well with frozen ones too. Has flavours of
Bakewell about it. I used some of the frozen ones
from last year. It is that time when we are trying to
make room in the freezer for next season’s produce!

Y

125 gms soft butter or cake marg.
550 gms pitted black cherries
125 gms caster sugar
3 eggs
125 gms ground almonds
½ tsp almond essence
35 gms plain flour
15 gms flaked almonds
1. Preheat oven to 180 degrees fan or gas mark 5
Grease a baking dish about 25cm by 10cm deep.
2. Scatter cherries on base of dish. No need to
defrost them.
3. Cream butter and sugar well. Beat in eggs one at
a time.
4. Mix in essence, almonds and flour until just
combined.
5. Dot over the top of the cherries and encourage
the mixture to the edge of the dish.
6. Scatter flaked almonds on the top.
7. Bake for 35 to 40 mins.
8. Serve with ice-cream or cream if you wish.

You could use the dough as the base for mini pizzas
too.
Liz Taylor
elzbieta9@gmx.co.uk

If you have any recipes for food or drink you’d
like to share with your neighbours, please send
them to us - ScarningBeacon@Gmail.Com.

Liz Taylor
elzbieta9@gmx.co.uk
26 May 2021

1. Put all dry ingredients in a bowl.
2. Add the water and mix to a soft dough. Cover
and rest for 5 minutes.
3. Flour the table and knead the dough for a
couple of minutes. Divide into 4 or 6 if you
want them smaller.
4. Roll out in very thin circles.
5. Brush one side of each with oil and cook in a
medium hot pan until brown and flip over to
do the other side. No need to add any more
oil.

ScarningBeacon@Gmail.Com
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Chuckles

Scout Badge

Red Skelton’s recipe for the perfect
marriage -

Billy the brand-new Scout wants to get a badge for
going on a long hike. It's an 8-day hike, and he wants
to be prepared because he heard that this is the
Scout's motto.

1. Two times a week we go to a nice
restaurant, have a little beverage, good food
and companionship. She goes on Tuesdays, I
go on Fridays.

Billy knows that even the biggest and best Scout can
only carry enough food and water for a 5-day hike.
He also knows he'll be disqualified if he uses an
animal to carry extra food and water for him. On the
other hand, Billy knows he may bring other Scouts
with him as food carriers to help him finish the hike.

2. We also sleep in separate beds. Hers is in
California and mine is in Texas.

What is the least number of Scouts Billy will need to
bring along in order for him to complete the 8-day
hike safely?

(Click here for the answer on the last page)

3. I take my wife everywhere, but she keeps
finding her way back.
4. I asked my wife where she wanted to go
for our anniversary. "Somewhere I haven't
been in a long time!" she said. So I suggested
the kitchen.
5. We always hold hands. If I let go, she
shops.

Marriage - How great to find that one special
person you want to annoy for the rest of your
life’

6. She has an electric blender, electric
toaster and electric bread maker. She said
"There are too many gadgets, and no place to
sit down!" So I bought her an electric chair.

What’s the longest sentence you can get
using two words? - I Do.

7. My wife told me the car wasn't running
well because there was water in the
carburettor. I asked where the car was. She
told me, "In the lake."

They had a happy marriage. It was all the
living together afterwards that caused the
trouble.
If I had a pound for every girl that found
me unattractive, eventually they would find
me attractive.

8. She got a mud pack and looked great for
two days. Then the mud fell off.
9. She ran after the garbage truck, yelling,
"Am I too late for the garbage?" The driver
said, "No, jump in!".
10. Remember: Marriage is the number one
cause of divorce.
11. I married Miss Right. I just didn't know
her first name was 'Always'.
12. I haven't spoken to my wife in 18 months.
I don't like to interrupt her.

Did you know?
Most people got married in June because they took
their yearly bath in May, and they still smelt pretty
good by June.
However, since they were starting to smell - brides
carried a bouquet of flowers to hide their body odour.
Hence the custom today of carrying a bouquet when
getting married.
26 May 2021
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Useful Contacts
Scarning Parish Council
Breckland Council

Nick Hartley
Lynda Turner
Paul Hewett
William Richmond
George Freeman

01362 687492
07500 818315
07788 381773
07717 868067
01953 600617

ScarningClerk@BTInternet.Com
Lynda.Turner@Breckland.Gov.UK
Paul.Hewett@Breckland.Gov.UK
William.Richmond@Norfolk.Gov.UK
George.Freeman.MP@Parliament.UK

Report Fly tipping
Report Potholes
Report power cut
Report water leak
Report gas leak

01362 696870
0344 800 8020
0800 3163105
0800 771881
0800 111999

Breckland Council
Norfolk County Council
UK Power Networks
Anglian Water
National Grid

Police

101 or 999

Norfolk Constabulary

NHS Direct
N&NU Hospital

111
NHS Direct
01603 286 286 Norfolk & Norwich University Hospital

Community Car Scheme
Village Hall Bookings
Village Hall Secretary
Scarning Allotments
St Peter & St Paul’s Church
Parish Safeguarding Officer
Scarning WI
Scarning Tennis Club
Scarning Art Club
Scarning Bowls Club

Janet Newell
Nick Hartley
Donna Wales
Tim Abel
Tim Farnham
Tricia Foreman
Linda Jones
Clare Jones
Mike Ward
Harry Geary

07827 972163
01362 687492
07514 343708
01362 851116
07831 106246
01362 687082
01362 288742
07889 077396
01362 652 935
07747 601437

Village Website

www.Scarning.Info

Parish Council Website

Norfolk County Council
Member of Parliament

Dereham Town Council
NickLouise.Hartley@BTInternet.Com
D_Wales@Sky.Com
TimAbel.PMN@Gmail.Com
Tim@FarnhamFarms.Co.UK
PForeman4@Sky.Com
Jones.Lynn@Tiscali.Co.UK
ScarningTennisClub@Gmail.Com
Mike@MDEward.Co.UK
HarryGeary65@Gmail.Com
www.ScarningPC.Info

Please let us know of any other contacts which could be included.

Village Events
Each Weds IB The Ch
ippy

Co-Op
Scarning School
Village Hall

17.00-20.00

Tue 1st
Mobile Library
10.25 & 16.35
Mon 7th
First day of term
Mon 21st Parish Co
uncil
19.30
Sun 20th Father’s
Day
Sun 20th NGS Open
Day
Fri 25th
Durban Grill
17.00-20.00
Sun 27th Gardens
Open Day 10.00-17
.00
Sun 27th Summer
BB
18.00
Tue 29th Mobile Lib Q
rary
10.25 & 16.35

Full details of all even
ts are on Scarning.Info
website
Let us know

of an event which sh
ould be here!

Advertisements published in this newsletter do not
signify endorsement of goods or services.
Publication of articles does not necessarily imply
agreement with the author of the article.
The Editor reserves the right to refuse publication of any
item which, in his judgement, is not suitable for this
newsletter.
26 May 2021

Defibrillator Locations
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Billy will need 3 other Scouts to go
with him. Each will carry a 5-day
supply of food and water. After the
first day of hiking, the first Scout will give one day of supplies
each to Billy and the other 2 Scouts, using his last 1-day supply
to hike back home. Each remaining Scout will then have a 5day supply. After the second day, the second Scout will give
Billy and the third Scout one day of supplies each and use his
remaining 2-day supply to hike back home. Billy and the third
Scout will once again each have 5 days of supplies. After the
third day of hiking, the third Scout will give Billy one day of
supplies and use his remaining 3 days of supplies to hike back
home. Billy will be left with 5 days of supplies, enough to
complete his 8-day hike and get the badge.

That’s all folks. S� you next monþ!
All Enquiries - 07836 675858
ScarningBeacon@Gmail.Com
www.Scarning.Info

The last submission date for next edition is the 15th of June.
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